Unlock Where You Stand On Your
Leasing Automation Journey

What’s next for you in leasing automation? Check each box below you can answer
“YES” to. If majority of your answers are “NO”, Liventus can help you get to the next
level with leasing automation software capable of doing more than just manage leases.
1.

Do you have a CRM?

2.

Do you have an online credit application?

3.

Do have automated credit pulls from PayNet, TransUnion, Equifax, Experian, DNB . . .

4.

Do you have an automated bank statement?

5.

Do you have an automated IRS tax return?

6.

Can you automatically calculate the commission based on different deal scenarios?

7.

Does your credit manager have all the relevant credit information delivered to them within minutes?

8.

Can you view a profile on your equipment vendors & referral sources to assess who has the best
track record?

9.

Can you view a profile on all your funding sources to assess who’s the best one for each deal?

10. Can you instantly pull up sales use tax rates that are accurate by zip code?
11. Do you have an automated credit package builder program?
12. Once a deal is done, do you automatically book that deal in your lease portfolio management platform?
13. Do you have automated reporting that allows you to manage the critical areas of your company?
14. Do you have an automated way of tracking employee activity to ensure your staff remains
productive even when working remotely?
15. Do you have an automated evaluation system that allows you to best track your
customers’ experience on each transaction?

How Can Liventus Make A Difference? >
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How Can Liventus Make A Difference?
Custom Software, BI, and Automation.
Redundant and laborious tasks are expensive, inefficient, and prone to mistakes. Regardless of where you
are in your leasing automation journey, Liventus can help you grow beyond your current capacity by building
custom tools to automate your lease process.

Let’s Get Started!
P: 855.345.1395
E: DDolloff@liventus.com

Why Liventus Is a Smart Choice for Your Leasing Business
Security
We incorporate security into every phase of the leasing automation solution to assure safe
operation. We weave security into the software development lifecycle, where we pass our
code through static and dynamic code analysis to have the highest standards met.

Competitive
With offices in the US and overseas, we are able to lower your costs
by leveraging the global marketplace. We don’t outsource, rather
since 2013 we have invested heavily in global services so we can
provide the same services at lower costs.

Partnership
We run an extra mile to become our clients’ long-term, trusted
partner. Our main concern is becoming a true technology partner,
keen to meeting client needs today and supporting clients’
growing business needs tomorrow.
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